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Canadian BLM Leader Charged With Anti-Catholic Hate
Crime
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A leader in the Black Lives Matter
movement in Calgary, Alberta, has been
charged with a hate crime, after allegedly
blocking access to a Catholic school. Adora
Nwofor, a self-described comedian, model,
and wardrobe stylist, and the president of
Black Lives Matter YYC, the organization’s
Calgary chapter, was arrested in connection
with a May 26 incident in which she
allegedly impeded people from using
facilities at St. Thomas Aquinas School in
Calgary.

According to Canadian law, anyone who
“incites hatred against any identifiable
group where such incitement is likely to lead
to a breach of the peace” can be cited for a
hate crime. In this case, Nwofor allegedly
interfered with the Catholic school “for
reasons of bias, prejudice, or hate based on
race or ethnic origin.”

The 47-year-old Nwofor is a prominent pro-abortion activist, which might explain her anger toward
Catholics, since traditional Catholics are, generally, pro-life.

Previously, fearing that pro-life sentiments could make their way into Canada, Nwofor had been
angered by the U.S. Supreme Court’s Dobbs decision, which essentially left decisions on the legality of
abortion up to individual states.

“Very often the decisions that are made in the States impact Canadians,” Nwofor said. “They are
planning to keep pushing their pro-life point of view.”

Nwofor is now barred from coming within 100 meters of the school, and has also been ordered by the
court not to speak with anyone from the school.

Some believe that the “hate crime” charge is a just reward for Black Lives Matter, which regularly
traffics in anti-white hate.

“Although she is right, being black is certainly NOT a crime, harassing Catholic students and refusing
to let them into their school, IS. A hate crime at that, which is what Nwofor has been charged with,”
tweeted Amiri King, a cultural commentator.

“I’ve said it from day one. This isn’t about black lives. This is about deep seeded hatred for whites.
Nwofor isn’t allowed within 100 meters of the school nor is she allowed to correspond with students or
faculty while her court battle plays out. Another liberal loser from the Burn Loot and Murder cult in
legal limbo,” King concluded.

https://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/calgarians-rally-in-support-of-abortion-rights
https://twitter.com/AmiriKing/status/1669415749612388385
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(Although there is some delicious irony in the fact that Nwofor, who claims to be a victim of racism, is
now accused of a hate crime, it’s not necessary to add the “hate” label to crimes. Can’t the crimes speak
for themselves?)

It’s not the only trouble for Black Lives Matter, whose publicity peaked in 2020 in the midst of the riots
following the death of career criminal George Floyd while in police custody. An associate of Nwofor’s in
Canada, Taylor McNallie, also from Calgary, was convicted yesterday of assault for striking an off-duty
police officer with a megaphone during a protest in 2021.

“The use of a megaphone strike to the head leading to a concussion was greatly in excess of what was
needed to protect herself or to retrieve her phone [which had been confiscated]. If the accused had
struck [Sheriff Elena] Cunningham with a bare fist, she might well be entitled to claim self defense,”
Justice Peter Barley determined.

A sentencing hearing for McNallie is upcoming.

Now, to make things worse, Black Lives Matter is apparently facing money woes as well, as fiscal
documents recently released show that the group is operating in the red to the tune of nearly $9
million, with reports of donations being utilized for the personal benefit of certain BLM leaders, most
notably founder Patrisse Cullors, who may have purchased expensive real estate with organization
funds.

Cullors left the organization over the scandal.

It’s almost as if Black Lives Matter, despite all the ballyhoo and attention they’ve received over the past
few years, was never a legitimate organization in the first place.

Editor’s note: The day after this article was published, the Calgary Police Service confirmed that the
hate-crime charges against Nwofor were filed in error and had been withdrawn.

https://calgaryherald.com/news/crime/activist-convicted-of-assaulting-off-duty-sheriff-with-megaphone
https://nypost.com/2023/05/24/blm-recorded-9m-deficit-last-year-tax-docs/
https://calgaryherald.com/news/crime/charges-against-calgary-black-lives-matter-president-dropped
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